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We have measured the ratio I (Kl, —n+~ y)/I'(Ki —all) to be (8.2+2.1) x 10 '. The
rate and Dalitz-plot distribution are consistent with CP conservation in this weak-elec-
tromagnetic decay.

We report herewith the first measurement of
the branching ratio and Dalitz plot of the decay
E~'-m'~ y. ' This decay is of interest for sever-
al reasons:

(1) Both the decay rate and Dalitz-plot distribu-
tion are sensitive to possible CI' nonconservation
in the transition. '

(2) I"(Ã~ -s'n y) was the only unmeasured de-
cay rate which is important in determining the
unitarity limit for E~'- p 'p decay. '

(3) A measurement of the branching ratio can
discriminate between several theoretical models
for weak radiative decays. '

The experiment mas conducted at the Stanford

Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) K' spectrome-
ter facility, ' which was modified to detect y rays
and identify electrons by the addition of two 1.1-
radiation-length (rl) lead sheets (Fig. 1). Show-
ers at large (small) angles with respect to the
beam direction were detected in the front (rear)
chambers. The conversion points of the y rays
were determined from shower tracks observed
in the wire chambers, with a front (rear) resolu-
tion of s 2.0 (0.35) cm; they were used with the
decay vertex to compute y-ray directions. Time-
of-flight (TOP') measurements for charged tracks
and showers were required to be consistent, and
mere then combined to yield a A~0 TQF for each
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FIG. 1. Elevation view of SLAC K& spectrometer. The trigger requirement was VWU2T2A or V2TBA. A, repre-
sents absorption lengths. The E counters and Al chambers were not used in the may analysis.

event with an uncertainty of +0.25 nsec.
Since the experimental problems associated

with finding and reconstructing the decay modes
K~'-m'm m' and E~'-m'm yare similar, our
primary measurement consists of the ratio
F(ff fry)/F(3z). In this way most experimental un-
certainties tend to cancel, and the final result
has only a weak dependence on the details of the
Monte Carlo calculation. Nevertheless, a de-
tailed comparison of 3m Monte Carlo and experi-
mental data mas used to confirm our understand-
ing of kinematic and geometric distributions for
charged tracks and y's.

From those events which had two charged tracks
with a vertex, plus one or more converted y's,
we isolated two sets of data by requiring the kine-
matic quantity P,"& —0.014 (GeV/c)' for nfry

candidates, and —0.002 &P,"&0.01 (GeV/c)' for
3m events. ' Both sets of data were required to
pass additional cuts, the most important being
(1) neither charged track be identified as an elec-
tron or a muon; (2) one y (one or two y's for 3ff

events); and (3) cos 6 c & 0.9996, where 6 c is
the angle in the laboratory between the directions
of the observed y ray and either charged track at
the decay vertex.

After cuts, 1074 mmy candidates and 165000 Sm

events remain. The P,"cut for the way candi-
dates removed essentially all the 3n background
(a maximum contamination of 5% remains). Most
ffevy events (internal and external bremsstrah-
lung) were removed by the cos & c cut. The re-

maining background in the mmy sample is primari-
ly due to K»a events with a random y in which
the lepton was not identified. '

Two methods were used to extract the number
of may events. The first consisted of calculating
g, the angle between the measured and predicted
y-ray direction. The latter was calculated using
P,+, P„-, and the K~' direction. Specifically,
the two solutions for the laboratory y directions
corresponding to forward and backward emission
in the A~a center of mass were calculated, and
the solution which gave the better agreement mith
the measured direction mas selected. Events
were rejected if lTOF „,—TOF f;,l-0.7 nsec,
where TOF f;, corresponded to the chosen solu-
tion. After this procedure, 106 front-shower
and 786 rear-shower events remained; their
cos( values are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for
those events with cosg &0.9968.

The second method consisted of reconstructing
the mass of the mwy system. The events were re-
quired to be consistent with transverse-momen-
tum conservation by applying hy cuts of 450
(150) mrads for the front (rear) showers, where
Acp is the difference between the predicted and
measured y angles in the plane perpendicular to
the K~' direction. I'

&
mas obtained from the ex-

pressionP7=P~' /sin&7', where P&' is the
transverse momentum of the charged pion pair,
and 6&z is the laboratory angle between the y
and K~ . Events with sin6&~&0. 03 were rejected,
since they gave a poor determination of P &. For
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a typical y ray of momentum 1 GeV/c, this gave
ILP r/I'

&
I
~ 5%. Events were rejected if ITOF ~„,

—TOF f g
l~ 0.7 nsec, where TOF fjg was obtained

from P,+, P„-, and P&. The mass of the mmz

system is plotted in Fig. 2(c) for the 79 surviving
events.

The Monte Carlo program generated raw data
tapes of am y and 3m events' with unit y-conver-
sion efficiency. The tapes were processed by
the same reconstruction and analysis programs
used for the data. The probability of converting
and detecting a y ray was calculated by compar-
ing ratios of 3m events having one and two show-
ers in the Monte Carlo program and experimen-
tal data. ' Using those 3m events with both y's
converted, we have found no measurable energy
dependence in the conversion efficiency for P
&150 MeV/c. Below this momentum the conver-
sion efficiency was poorly determined. A cut was
therefore made removing any candidates with P

&

& 150 MeV/c to enable a distinction between CP
odd- and even-matrix elements. This cut was
not applied to the 3m data where P was undeter-
mined. This introduced a negligible bias in the
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FIG. 2. {a}Cosg, the angle between the measured
and predicted y-ray directions for 71.~ candidates with
a fronts shower; (b) cosg for xvry candidates with a
rear y shower; {c)m«& —m»0. The backgrounds dis-
cussed in the text are indicated by dashed lines.

normalization. We find the overall detection effi-
ciency for front (rear) showers to be (45.0 +1.1)%%u&

[(46.1+0.9)%%uo]. This is close to the measured
maximum of 51%", the difference is due in part
to TOF cuts and in part to a small software inef-
ficiency for locating showers in the data. A study
of Monte Carlo generated any events indicates
that 73%% (82%) of front (rear) wwy events have
cosg &0.9996 (0.9998), and that the signal in Fig.
2(c) peaks with a full width at half-maximum of
15.0 MeV/c' about the K~' mass. The contribu-
tions of the previously described background
sources were found to be smooth, and in no case
were they peaked at m» or at cosg =1. The back-
grounds in Fig. 2 were obtained from unrenor-
malized fits to the same data after substituting a
random photon from another event.

The three distributions of Fig. 2, when com-
bined with the Monte Carlo efficiency calculations
and the number of 3w events observed, provide
three correlated determinations of the K~'- n'm y
branching ratio. After background subtraction,
Figs. 2(a)-2(c) yield a branching ratio I'(wwy)/

1(3w) =(5.3",,') x10 ', (5.8+1.6) x 10 ', and (3.8
+1.6) x10 ', respectively. The weighted average
of these results, combined with the value" NK~'
—w'w w')/I'(K~'-all) =0.126, yields I'( K~'- w' wy)/

F(K~ -all) =(6.2+ 2. 1) x10
Figure 3 shows a folded Dalitz plot of events

with lm„, z-m»l&7. 5 MeV/c'. The signal-to-
background ratio is roughly 3:2 and the back-
ground is evenly distributed in this plot. The ob-
served E &* distribution was such that no cut was
necessary to obtain the branching ratio. If the
K~ w'm y decay proceeds via the CP-noncon-
serving mode K~' - m'm followed by inner brems-
strahlung, one would expect a branching ratio
-1 x10 ' (E &* & 20 MeV) and the bremsstrahlung
y-ray energy distribution in Fig. 3. In contrast
we show also the y spectrum produced by a CP-
conserving, I.„,= 1 (M1) matrix element. Thus
both our measured branching ratio and crude
Dalitz-plot distribution of these events are con-
sistent with a CP-conserving transition dominat-
ing this decay.

Our measured branching ratio is -5 times low-
er than the Moshe -Singer and Rockmore -Wong
calculations as quoted. " However, if one takes
the Rockmore-Wong theoretical value for I-'(K~'
—w'w y) without renormalizing to 1"(K~'- yy),
one obtains agreement with our result. Thus, the
zero-free-parameter fermion loop model ap-
pears to give excellent predictions for both the
K~ -m'm y and E'-w'm y decay modes. " The
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FIG. 3. Dalitz plot (folded about the y energy axis)
and projected y-ray energy spectrum. The shaded por-
tion is the difference between the observed distribution
and the expected background. The smooth curves show
the predicted spectra including experimental acceptance
for L» =1, CP-conserving (-) and -nonconserving (+)
matrix elements.

current-algebra treatment" relating the @my to
the yy rate is also in agreement with our value.
Our branching ratio implies that the contribution
of the s'my intermediate state to the unitarity limit
for K~P - p 'p is less than 2%.
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